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1. Introduction 
Let 
be an extension of groups and let 11-11 be a Q-module. IfN 3 G denotes the semi- 
direct product of N and G, there are two maps 
(1.2) Ei:NI G+G, i=O,I, 
defined by E&I, x) =x, cl (n, X) = n-x, n EN, x E G. The main results of this paper 
are 
Theorem 5.1. 77ie following setruence is exact: 
ker&* : Hz (N 3 G, M) + H2(C, M)) ‘5 H2(G, M1: H2(Q, M) 
+NQb BQM Ir, HI(G, M) 5,. ~~-il~Q,M)-+o. 
Theorem 6.3. Suppose that N is a central subgroup and that M is a trivial Q-module. 
Then there is a map S such that the following sequence is exact: 
Theorem 5.1 has been proved by Nomura [lo] using topological methods and by 
Hilton-Stammbach [8] using spectral sequence techniques. Our proof which is 
given in Section 5 is purely algebraic a.ld elementary in the sense that no spectral 
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sequences are used; we only use standard techniques of homological algebra. More- 
over, our proof has the advantage over both of the others that it shows how to 
break up the group ker eo* into a direct sum, in case the extension is central and 
M is a trivial Q-module. This leads to Theorem 6.3 (Section 6). With regard to this 
latter theorem we note that if M = Z the exact sequence becomes the Ganea sequence 
(see [S], [3]). Both of th ese results and their proofs may be dualized in an obvious 
way to yield 
Theorem 5.1”. The following sequence is exact: 
Theorem 6.3”. Suppose thatt N is a central subgroup and that M is a trivial Q-module. 
l%en there is a map 6” such that the following sequence is exact: 
5 H2(G, M) ““. Ext;(iV,M). 
It is possible to show that Theorem 6.3” is equivalent o Thborkme 2.3 of [S]. 
In the proofs of the above theorems we need some exact sequences in homological 
algebra which are of interest in their own right. In Section 2 we prove, by standard 
homological techniques, three very general exact sequences (Theorems 2.1,2.2,2.5). 
They have as corollaries not only all the exact sequences needed for this paper. but 
also quite a number of others. Some of the more striking applications to the (co)- 
homology theory of groups are listed in Section 3. Among others they include the 
five-term sequence in (co)homology associated with (I .l) for G-modules as coeffi- 
cients (Corollary 3.2), its analogon in higher dimensions (Corollary 3.5), the uni- 
versal coefficient exact sequence (Corollary 3.9) and generalizations of it (Proposi- 
tion 3.6, Corollaries 3.7,3.&). Some of these exact sequences are well-known. Wow- 
ever the proofs appearing in the literature need either spectral sequence techniques 
(see 191, PI), or relative homological algebra (see [6]) or else deal only with a very 
special case, as for example, the universal coefficient sequence. 
We finally make the following remark. We have chosen to state our results for 
the (co)homology theory of groups. Of course there are corresponding results for 
the (co)homology theory of Lie algebras. If we suppose that all Lie algebras are free 
over k, where k is a PID, then all the proofs of the Sections 3,4,5,6 are easily trans- 
lated to yield the corresponding results for Lie algebras over k. 
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2. Some general exact sequences 
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Let A, B, C be abelian categories. Suppose that A, B have enough projectites. 
Let U: A + B, V: B -+ C be right exact functors. By L&J, L, V, L, VU we denote 
the nth left derived functor of U, V, VU, respectively. Throughout this section we 
shall suppose that U carries projectives in A into V-acyclic objects in B; i.e. if P is 
projective in A then LiV(UP) = 0 for i 2 1. Note that projective objects in B are V- 
acyclic for every (right exact) functor V. Note also that in the above setting there 
is a Grothendieck spectral sequence (see [7] p. 299). 
Theorem 2.1. For any A in A there is a natural exact sequence 
(24 LzVU(A)-+L2V(UA)+ V(LIUA)-+LIVU(A)+LIV(UA)-+O. 
Proof. LRt K &k P0 -!f+ A be a projective presentation of A. Applying U we ob- 
tain the exact sequence 
(24 
Set UO = i, 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
APPlYh 
cw 
O-,L,U(A)-*UK,~up,-,UA-,O. 
m Ux. We have two short exact sequences 
O+L,UA-+UK,-+D,-+O, 
O-+D,-+UP,-+UA+O. 
V to (2.3) we get the exact row in the following diag:*am 
L, VU(A) --, L, V(UA) 
I I 
L 1 V(UK,) + L 1 V(&) + V(L 1 UA) + V(UKO) -+ I’(&) + 0 
1 1 
VU(P*) s l’/(UP,) 
4 4 
VU(A) EZ V(UA) . 
‘The columns are obtained by applying VU to Kg* PO* A and V to (2.4). Since 
(2.4) is a V-acyclic presentation of UA we have 
(2.6) L 1 V(&) z.z L, V(UA) . 
Diagram (2.5) then yields the exact sequence 
(2.7) L,V(UK,)-+L,V(UA)+ V(LIUA)+LIVU(A)+LIV(UA)+O. 
To obtain (2.1) it is thus enough to exhibit a natural epimorphism 
cw L, V’ ‘A) -+L, V(UKO). 
But L$W(A) zi, VU(KO) and the right most morphism in (2.7) for A replaced by 
K, proves that 
L, VU(K&+L, V(UK*) 
is epimorphic. Since naturality is clear, this completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
In order to be able to generalize Theorem 2.1 we introduce some notation. Let 
% 60 
(2.99 . ..+Pn-+ l’& -+...-+p, + A-+0 
be a projective resolution of A. Set 
(2.109 K,=ker$ k>O; K_1 =A. 
Applying U to the short exr c: t sequence 
{2.: 1) 
hk vk 
O-M,----+ Pk_ + Kk_] +I, k>O 
we obtain the exact sequence 
(2. I 29 
*%k 
@+I,,~(K,_,)-+Ilk’, -----+ 
uvk 
u.k--+ u-k_, +o, k20. 
We set 
(2.139 Dk = im uhk k>O, D_, =UA. 
Also we note that, by the definition of left derived functors, we have, for k 2 -1 
andi> 1 
(2.14) Lj+k+f U(A) 2 Lju(Kk), 
(2. I59 Lj+k+l VU(A) 2 LjVU(Kk) . 
The generalization of Theorem 2.1 is 
mewem 2.2. Let A be in A. Suppow that LiUA = 0 for 0 < i < n. l%en there is an 
exact sequerlce 
Q2.16) Ln+l VU(A) +L,+l V(UA) -+ V(L, U(A)) -+ L, VU(A) + L, V(UA) + 0. 
Proof. Theorem 2.1 yields the exact sequence 
(2.17) E,VU(K,_,) +L,V[UKn-,) + V(LIU(K~__~~~ +LJ J’u(Kn-2) 
+L,V(UK,_,)+O. 
By (2.14) and (2.15) we have 
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(2.18) L,U(Kn_,)rL,U(A)9 
(2.19) L, vu(Kn_2) gL,VU(A), 
(2.20) LzvU(Kn-2) z L,+l VU(A) l 
Also, we obtain from the hypothesis together with (2.14) that 
Lg(K&+Lk+g(A)=O, OGk<n-1. 
Hence sequence (2.12) yields short exact sequences 
O-+U$+ ~JPk-+UKk_l+O, O<k<n-1, 
where UPk is V-acyclic by hypothesis. We thus obtain 
(2.21) L, V(UK, _2) s L, V(I/K,_$ s . . . 2 L, V(UA) , 
(2.22) L2V(UKn_,) s L, V(UKn_3) = . . . = Ln+l V(UA). 
Using (2.18) (2.19) (2.20), (2.21) (2.22) sequence (2.17) becomes sequence (2.16). 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is thus complete. 
In the statement of Proposition 2.3 we use the notation introduced in (2.13). 
Proposition 2.3. (i) If Do is projective, there is a split short exact sequence 
(2.23) O+V(LIUA)-+LIVU(A)+LIV(UA)-+O. 
(ii) If n > 2 and if Dn_l and Dn - 2 are projective, there is a split short exact 
sequence 
(2.24) o-, V(L,U.)+L,~~(A)-+L~~(L,_~U(A))-+O. 
Proof. Let n > 1. We consider sequence (2.12) for k = n- 1. Using the notation 
(2.13) we obtain the following two short exact sequences 
(2.25) O~L1UK,_2-,UK,_,-,Dn_,-,O, 
(2.26) O+Dn_1 + UPn__1 + UK,_, + 0. 
These sequences correspond to (2.3), (2.4), respectively. We may thus form the fol- 
lowing diagram that corresponds to (2.5): 
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L, W4,_2) -+ 4 WJ4,_2) 
3 3 
(2.27) -+ . . . “L, V(D& V(LlU(K;,_2)) + V(UK,_++ V(D& + 0 
4. 4 
VU(P,_I) s V(UP*_l )
4 4 
By (2.14), (2.15) we have 
(2.28) L l U(A’,& s L, L’(A), 
(2.29) L1 VU(K,& z .-in VU@). 
IfD~-1 is projective, then L i V(D,_,) = 0 and the epimorphism 
UK,__1+D,,_1 
splits From diagram (2.27) we thus obtain, for 112 1, a split short exact sequence 
(2.30) V(L,UA)++ L, VU;(A) -+L, V(UK,&. 
If n = I, then Kn_2 =A, so that sequence (2.30) becomes sequence (2.23 j. 
If n 2 2 and Dn_2 is projective, we apply V to the short exact sequence 
w&l-3 2-, c/K,_, 4,_, . 
This yields 
(2.31) L, Y(U&,_2) = L1 V(Li U(K,&) 
= L, V(L,_l U(A)), by (2.14). 
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
The hypothesis of Proposition 2.3 (ii) that Dn_l and Dn_2 be projective, will, 
in general. depend on the choice of the resolution (2.9). Lemma 2.4 will enable us 
to replace that hypothesis (and also the corresponding hypothesis in Proposition 2.3 
(i)) by one which is stronger but has the advantage to be expressible without refer- 
ence to a specific resolution. 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that U cawies projectives into projectives. l%en I$ (Li UA ,-) 
= 0 for 0 < i < n if and only if Do, Dl , . . . . D,_, are projective. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. Get n = 1. Then 0 = Extk(DO,---) = Ext$M ,--) 
SO that the Lemma is proved for M = 1. 
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Suppose n2 2. It is to be proved that if D,, . . . . Dn_2 are projective, then 
Exti(L,&Gl ,-) = 0 if and only if D,_, is projective. Now we have 
Ext;(D,_, ,-) = Ext;(UKn_2,-) = Ext;(L] UK,_3,-), 
the last equality since Dn_2 is projective. Finally, by (2.14) 
L,UK,,_, 2 L,_,UA. 
Thus Dn-1 is projective if and only if 
Ext; (L,_l UA,-) = 0. 
Lemma 2.4 immediately ields Theorem 2.5. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that U carries projectives into projectives. Let A be A. Sup- 
pose that Exti(Lil/A,-) = 0 for 0 < i < n. Then there is a split short exact sequewe 
(2.32) O-, V(L,UA)-+L,VU(A)+LIV(L,_lU(A))+O. 
It is clear that there are variations of the above theorems for left-exact functors 
and/or contravariant functors. We shall be content o list explicitly the following 
two cases that will be important for applications (see Section 3). 
(a) U A + B., V: B + C left-exact covariant functors, 
(b) U: A + B right-exact covariant functor, 
V’: B + C left-exact contravariant functor. 
(ai Let A, B, C be abelian categories. Suppose that A and B have enough injectives. 
Let U: A + B, V: B + C be left-exact functors and let their right-derived functors 
be denoted by R* U, Rn V, RnVU. Suppose that U carries injectives in A into V- 
acyclic objects in B, i.e. if I is injective in A then RiV(UI’) = 0 for i > 1. Note that 
injective objects in B are V-acyclic for every left-exact functor V. In this situation 
we obtain 
Theorem 2.1 I. For any A in A t,here is a natural exact sequence 
(2.1)’ O+R’V(UA)+R%_J(A)-+ V(R1UA)+R2V(UA)-+R2VU(A). 
Thecbrem 2.2’. Let A be in ,k Suppose that RiUA = 0 for 0 < i < n. Then there 
is az r;uact sequence 
(2.16) O+RnV(UA)-+RnVU(A)+ V(RnU(A))+Rn+lV(UA)-+Rn+lVU(A). 
Theorem 2.5’. Suppose that U carries injectives into injectives. Let A be in A. Sup- 
pose that Ext&, R’U(A)) = 0 for 0 < i < n. l%en there is a split short exact se- 
quence 
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(2.32)’ 0 + R’ V(Rn-1 U(A)) + Rn VU(A) + V(RW(A)) + 0. 
The proofs of these theorems are obtained from the proofs of the corresponding 
theorems on left-derived functors by a well-known canonical translation procedure. 
Details may be left to the reader. 
(b) Let U: A + B be a right-exact (covariant) functor and let V: B +C be a lefl- 
exact (contravariant) functor (i.e. the covariant Sunctor W’P B -+ C?PP is right- 
exact). Define, 
RnV=(Ln(Vcpp))opp: B+C, 
Rn VU = (L, ( s/ rJ)“PP)oPP: A + C . 
Sqqose that U carries pr .jjectives in A into V-acyclic objects bz B, i.e. if P is projec- 
tive in A then RiV(UP) =: 0 for i 2 1. Note that projective objects in B are V-acyclic. 
In this context our theorems read AS follows. 
Theorem 2. I”. For any A in A there is a nattval exact sequence 
(2.1)” 0+R’V(UA\-+R’VU(A)+V(L1U(A))+R2V(UA)+R2VU(A). 
Theorem 2.2”. Let A be in A. Suppose that LjU(A) = 0 for 0 < i <n. l&n there is 
an exact sequence 
(2.16)” 0 -+ R” V(UA) + R’: W(A) + V(L,U(A)) + R”+l V(UA) + R”+l VU(A). 
Theorem 2.5”. Su 
r 
pose that U carries projectives into projectives. Let A be in k 
Suppose that EXtB(LjU(A) ,-) = 0 for 0 < i < rt. men there is a split short exact 
sequence 
(2.32)” O+R~V(L&J(A))+R”VU(A)-W(L,U(A))+O. 
3. Applications to the (co)homology theory of groups 
Here WC apply our very general results to the (co)homology theory of groups. 
Let A@+ G &Q be an extension of groups. For applications of Theorems 2.1,2.2, 
2.5 we consider the following categories and functors: 
A = Modb , B=Modb, C=Ab; 
U= -@+,/Z: Mod’G +Modb, 
V= - 8QM: Mod’ + Ab, Q M in Mod& . 
otc that the functor U = - rojectives over G int:, projectives over Q. 
Theorem 2.1 now immediately yields 
Choosing M = 2 we obtain the well-known S-term sequence in the homology 
For later use we also state Corollary 3.3 Dbtained from sequence (3.1) by setting 
A =IG. 
Corollary 3.3. L4t Jbf be in Mod;. 7?zen there is an exact seq!rerrce 
+ Tory (IG @$Q,M) + 0. 
Note that we have set Torf (fG,M) = Hi+, (G.&f), i = 1,2. Note also that 
Tof(IG @$Q.M)are called ~~(G,M’) in 141. 
Theorem 2.2 yields 
Proposition 3.4. Let M be in Mod& and let A be in Modb. Suppose Hj(N, A) = 0 filr 
0 < i < n. IBen there is an exact sequence 
(3.4) Torf+,(A.M) + Torn+1 Q (AN,M)+HJN.A) @QM 
-+ Torf (A&f) + Torf (A&4’) + 0. 
Corollary 3.5 (see [9]). Let A be in Modb. Suppose Hi(N, A) = 0 ji,r 0 < i < TV. 77lerl 
there is an exact scquerlce 
(3.9 H,,1(G.A)-*H,,1(Q.AN)-,(H,(N.4))Q -,H,(G,A)-tFI,(e,A,,jo. 
Theorem 2.5 yields 
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Proposition 3.6. Let M be in Modb and let A be in Modb. Suppose 
EXti(Hi(N,A) ,-) = 0 for 0 < i < n. lhen there is a split short exact sequence 
Corollary 3.7. Let A be in Modb. Suppose Exti (Hi(NV A), -) = 0 for 0 < i < n. 
‘liren there is a split short exact sequence 
(3.7) (H,(N,A))g+ Fi,(G,A)~Hl(Q,H,_l(N,A)). 
Proof. Set M = Z in ProposLon 3.6. 
Corollary 3.8. Let A be in Modb and let M be a trivial G-module. Then there is a 
split short exact sequence 
Hn(GyA) QD M++ Tor~(A.M) *Toq (H,,_l (G,A),M). 
Proof. Apply Proposition 3~~6 to the extension G + G + 1. Note that in Ab the func- 
tor Ext* is trivial. 
Corollary 3.9 (see [ 73 p. 222). Let M be a trivial G-module. Then there is a split 
short exact sequence 
Proof. Set A = Z in Corollary 3.8. 
For applications of Theorems ~1 and 2.2’ we consider the following categories 
and functors 
A=Mod;, B=Mod& C=Ab; 
U= Horn,@,-): Mod: + Mod; , 
I’= HomQ (M,-): Mod; + Ab, M in Mod; . 
Note that the functor U = HomN(Z,-) carries injectives over G into injectives over 
9. 
Theorem 2.1’ now il-nmediately ields 
Proposition 3.1’. Let M be in Modb and let A be in Mod;. T&en there is an exact 
sequence 
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(3.1)’ 0 + Extb (M, AN) + Exth (M, A j + HomQ (M, H1 (N, A)) 
+ Ext:, (M, AN) + Ext; (M, A). 
Corollary 3.2’ (see [9]). Let A be in Mods. Then the following sequence is exact 
(3.2) 0 + H’ (Q,AN) + H1 (G, A) + (H’(N, A))Q + H2 (Q, AN) + H2 (G, A). 
Theorem 2.2’ yields 
Proposition 3.4’. Let M be in Modh and let A be in Mod& Suppose Hi(N, A) = 0 
for 0 < i < n. Then there is an exact sequence 
(3.4)’ O+ Extz(M,AN)+ Ext~(jWA)+ Hom&U,P(N,A)) 
-+ Ext;j+‘(M,AN)+Ext”dt’(M,A). 
Corollary 3.5’ (see [9]). Let A be in Mod&. Suppose Hi(N, A) = Ofur 0 < i < II. 
;T;hen there is an exact sequerlce 
(3.5)’ O-+Hn(Q,AN)-+Hn(G,A)+(Hfl(~,~))Q 
For applications of Theorems 2.1”, 2.2” and 2.5” we consider the extension 
IV& G & Q and the following categories and functors 
A=Modh, B=Mod&, C=Ab; 
U=Z@N-:Mod&+Mod;, 
V = HOI-IQ (-,M): Mod; + Ab , M in Mod; . 
Note that u= Z@N - carries projectives in Mod; into projectives in Modh . 
Theorem 2.1” yields 
Proposition 3.1”. Let M be in Modb and let A be in Mod;. Wren there is an exact 
sequence 
(3. I)‘, O~Ext~(AN,~~Ext~(A.~~Homp(H1(N.A),M) 
-+ Ext; (AN, M) + Ext; (AJW - 
Corohy 3.3”. Let M be in Then there is an exact sequence 
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(3.3)” o + Extb (Z@QIG,M) -+ H2(G, M) -+ HomQ (&N M) 
--f Ext; (Z&@,IG, AI’) + H3(G, IV’). 
Note that following [4] we could define 
fi! (G, M) = Ext;(ZQ@+#G, M) . 
Theorem 2.2” yields 
Proposition 3.4”. Let M bf in Mod& and let A be in Mod;. Suppose Hi(N, A) = 0 
for 0 < i < n. Then there ‘:, an exact sequence 
(3.4)” O+Ext~(AJl!)+Ext~(A,M’)+Hon~Q(H,(N,A),M) 
-+Ext”Q+‘(A,+)+Ext;+‘(A,M’). 
Theorem 2.5” yields 
Pro 
‘I 
osition 3.6”. Let M bz in Modb and let A be in Mod;. Suppose 
ExtQ (Hi(N, A), -) = 0 for 0 < i < n. Then there is a split short exact sequence 
Corollwy 3.8”. Let M be a trivial G-module and let A be in Mod;. Then there is a 
split short exact sequence 
(3.8)” Ext’(H~_i(G,A),M)*Ext~(A,M)+Hom(H~~(G,A),M). 
Corollary 3.9” (see [5] p. 222). Let M be a trivial G-module. l%en there is a split 
short exact sequence 
(3.9)” Ext’(H,~_lG,M)HHn(G,M)~Hom(H,G,M). 
We conclude this section with a remark about the groups 
Tor,G (A, B) , Extk (B, C) . 
Lemma 3.10. Let A be in Modb and let B, C be in Mod;. 
(i) If Tort (A, B) = 0, then 
(3.10) Torf (A, B) = HJG, A CZ0 B), n > 0. 
(ii) If Ext; (B, C) = 0, then 
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(3.11) zxtz (& c) = Hn(G, Horn@, c)) , n>O. 
The proof immediately follows from [ 1, p. 3521. 
Notice that (3. IO) yields variations of the sequences (3.1) (3.4), (3.6) and (3.8) 
whenever Torf (A, kf) = 0. Also (3.11) yields variations of the sequences (3. I)‘, 
(s-4)’ whenever Ext#, A) = 0 and of the sequences (3.1)“, (3.4)“, (3.6)“, (3.8)” 
whenever Exti (A, M) = 0. 
4. A result on the semi-direct product 
Let 
W) 
cr E 
N-G-Q 
be an extension of groups. It is well-known (see [7, p. 1981) that (4.1) gives rise to 
a short exact sequence of right-Q-modules 
where E* ((x- 1) @ y) = ( CC-ljy, x E G, y E Q. We recall that tensoring (4.2) with 
the Q-module M yields the exact sequence (see [4]) 
(4.3) . . . + TorJ;! (Nab, M) I.c, Hn+l(Q,W 
-+ Tor$__I(Nab,M) + . . . 
where fii (G, M’) stands for To&G 8, ZQ, M). Next we shall consider the split ex- 
tension 
(4.4) N-PONdGzG 
where p&r) = (PI, 1) and e&r, X) =x, n EN, x E G. The homomorphism 
(4.5) r:G+Nj G 
defined by r(x) = (1 ,x), x E G is a right inverse of eo. 
Proposition 4.1. ?he sequence of G-modules 
(4.6) Nab L 
EO* 
I(N 3 G)@NgGZG---+, IG 
associated with (4.4) splits by 
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~**Id;*l(N3 G)@N-JGZG 
definedby&--l)=((l,x)-l)@ 1, xEG. 
The proof is straightforward. An immediate corollary of Proposition 4.1 is the 
following 
Corollary 4.2. Let M be a C-module. For n >, 0 there is a split short exact sequence 
We finally note that tht: splitting r of (4.4) immediately yields that there is a 
split short exact sequence 
(4.8) kereo*~Hn(iV3 GM) EO*., H,,(G,M). 
Of course there are dual results, also. 
5. An extension of the S-term sequence 
In this section we consider the extension (4.1) and a left Q-module M. Our aim 
is to describe 
ker(e*: H2 (G, M) + H2 (Q, Ml). 
Our result will enable !: in Proposition 5.1 to extend the S-term sequence (3.2) by 
one term to the left, thus generalizing the Ganea-term (see [S], [3]) to arbitrary 
extensions and arbitrary Q-modules. We note that Proposition 5.1 has been proved 
in [8] by spectral sequence t chniques. Our proof uses elementary homological 
techniques only. 
As in [8] we consider the commutative diagram 
where e1 : N J G +Gisdefinedbyel(n,x)=n-x,nEN,xE( 
map T (4.5) is a right inverse of cl. We may thus conclude that 
(5.2) y.: H2(N 3 G,na)+H2(GJf) 
splits and hence is surjective. Dagram (5.1) gives rise to the fol 
diagram 
;. We note that the 
owing commutative 
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ker eO**M?#Kl G,M) “* - H;!(G,M) 
1 
I 
(5.3) 1 er* 
I 
El* E* 
L 1 
ker es* H2(G,M) E* H;!(Q,M). 
We now proceed to prove 
Theorem S.l.(see [lo], 181). L e tP Er v )----_) G -% Q be an extension of gruups and 
let M be a Q-module. Then the followkg sequence is exact 
ker(eO* : H2 (N 3 G, M) + H2 (G, M)) E1* H2 (G, M) F* H, (Q, M) 
‘Nab@JQMzH1(G,M) E* H1(Q,M)-+O. 
Proof. The extension (4.1) gives rise to the following commutative diagram 
H2N@@ 
1 
(5.5) ker e*w Hz(G,M) E* H2 CQl M) 
4 & 
To# (Nab* M) --) fir (G, MI - 
If 
Hz (Q, M). 
The bottom row is exact by (4.3) and the column by (3.3). We conclude from dia- 
gram (5.5) that we have an exact sequence 
(5.6) HsN@~ M + ker E*-++ ker E)* . 
Next we consider the split extension (4.4) 
H,N@, M 
We obtain the commutative diagram 
W) kereO*w H2(N 3G,M) % H2(G,M) 
Tory (Nab 8 M) 
4 II 
)-) fif”(N 3 G,M) 2 Hz(G,M). 
The bottom row is split exact by (4.7); the top row is split exact by (4.8) and the 
column is exact by (3.3). Again we obtain an exact sequence 
(5.8) HzN@G M + ker CO** Tar? (Nab, M’) . 
The diagram (5.1) yields a map, induced by el, from diagram (5.7) into diagram 
(5.5). In particular we obtain a commutative diagram 
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H2NBGM = H2NBpM 
1 El* i 
ker co* c_) ker e* 
4 
TorF (Nab, M) “‘*, 
4 
ker & 
where the columns are the sequences (5.8), (5.6) respectively. Since t+: 
Tot? (Nab, M’) + To&Nab, M) is surjective, it follows that cl* : Torf(Nab, M) + ker e’J, 
and hence ei* : ker co* + kc r E* is surjective. This proves Theorem 5.1. 
It is obvious that sequent-e (5.4) is natural, both with respect to the coefficients 
and with respect to the grolri\ extension. 
6. The case of a central extension 
In this section we specialize to the case of central extensions. Thus let N in (4.1) 
be a central subgroup. The semi-direct product I’? 3 G in (4.4) then becomes the di- 
rect product N X G. Also, 111 will denote a trivial Q-module, i.e. an abelian group. 
Proof. Sequence (6.1) is obtained from sequence (5.8). 
We first remark that in case N is central and M is trivial we obviously have 
H2NaGM = H2N@M and Nclb = N. Next we consider the commutative diagram 
N--+N-Zl 
note that ~1~~ hasa left-inverse u: N X G -+ N d&cd by ~(11, x) = 11, n
G. Using scyucnce (3.9) and naturality of sequence (3.3) we obtain th 
ing commutative diagram 
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The left most column splits by Corollary 3.9, by v: Hz (N, M) + HzNQM, say. It is 
then clear that the right most column splits by v’ = vu*: H2 (N X G, M) + HzN@M. 
We now embed the right most column of (6.3) in the diagram (5.7). Restricting v’ 
to ker ~0” yields a splitting of sequence (6.1). 
We continue with the following remark. Since the splitting of (6.1) is given, once 
the map v is chosen we see that the direct sum decomposition of ker eo* is natural 
with respect to diagrams of the port 
N- G’+ Q’ 
(6.4) 11 4 4 
N*G*Q 
where N is central in both G and G’. In particular we may use the commutative 
square 
to obtain the commutative diagram 
To#(N, M) @ H*NCSM El* H2 (N, M-j -+ 0 
(6.6) P* 
+ + 
Tory (Iv, M) 3 H2N@M El*_ H2 (G, M) -5 H,:(~,M)+... 
where the rows are exact by Proposition 5.1. Next we state 
Proposition 6.2. +p’: To$(#, M) + H, (N, M’) is surjectiue. 
We remark that this result immediately shows that exacthess in the bottom se- 
quence of (6.6) is preserved if the summand H2N@M is deleted. We have thus proved 
Theorem 6.3. Let Iv& G-k Q be a ten tral extension and let M be a trivial Q-mod- 
ule. Then there is a map 6 such that the following sequence is exact 
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(15.7) Torf (N, M) -% 4 (G M) ‘*, H2(Q,M)+N@M+H1(C,M) 
We note that 6 can be regarded as natural for diagrams of the sort (6.4). Note also 
that by Proposition 3.6 we have 
Tor~(N,M)‘~@G,b@bf@TOr~(.,M). 
In particular, we obtain for M= Z 
To&N, Z)= V 8 Gab, 
so that our sequence (6.7’: becomes the Ganea sequence (see [S] , [3]). It remains 
to prove Proposition 6.2. To this end we consider the extension 
68) N- NX,V--% N 
and themapel:NXN+Ndefinedbye&m)=n-m,n,mEN.Note that 
e1EL() =1,. 
We first consider the following commutative diagram where the columns are 
exact by (3.3) (see also (6.3)) 
NM! = 
1 
~2N@M 
I 
4 \ 1 
(WW9+2(N,W 
1 
I 
P1 
1 
O(NXiV,M)k’~or~(N,M). 
Since ellc, y IN we conclude that 
(6.10) el*P’~b*(Tor1(N,M))=P Toq(N,M’). 
Next we consider the following diagram obtained-from (5.7) using the splittim@ 
of (6.9) 
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(6.11) PI 
Since eo*pos = 0 we obtain a map Hz (N, A#) + ker eO*, so that &* factors through 
Toq(N,M)-+To&N,M). 
Together with (6.10) this proves that 
(6.12) ~*P’U~&MWI 2 P Tq W,M). 
By (6.9) it is thus enough to prove that 
(6.13) e,,p'(To~(N,M))>H2N@M. 
For this we consider the group (N@N) @M which is contained in a natural fashion 
inHz(NXN,M). 
Moreover, we have 
E~~(N@N@M’)=O=~(N@N@M). 
Hence N QD N @ M is part of im p’. Now by the definition of the Ganea map y: 
N QD N + HzN (see [3]) the diagram 
N@N@M '@' __I__) H2N@M 
(6.14) I 
&(NXN,M) -E1+, 
I 
H2(NJW 
is commutative. Since y and hence y @ 1 is surjective we have 
(6.15) e,,(NQbN@M)~H2N@M 
whence, a fortiori, (6.13). This completes the proof of Proposition 6.2. 
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